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Planning the installation of marine renewable systems

•

The planning of the development of offshore
renewable energies depends on several aspects and
information's that condition the identification of the
suitable areas for this purpose

•

In a first approach we would think about:
• Renewable resource
• Environment
• Sea uses

•

But others may completely change the prioritization
of those areas, or within those areas:
• Higher demand areas and time intervals when
this happens (weekly, hourly,…)
• Costs
• Connection to the grid
• And others

Optimization of the installation of marine renewable
systems
•

Some techniques have been developed (and currently being further developed and updated)
in order to bring more contributions and improve the planning models. GIS are nowadays,
perhaps, the preferred ones. But planning can be improved with other complementary
techniques.

•

How?
•
•

Mathematical models, using objective functions (e.g. Mixed Integer Linear
Programming(MILP))
Definition of several scenarios based on the needs and goals of each geography under
study
•
•

Minimization of the total generation cost
Reinforcement of the supply in areas with large demand

•

Minimization of the cost versus maximization of the offshore production

•

Minimization of the cost of the offshore generation assuming a increase of the injection capacity
into the grid
Sets of variables
z = 1….Z

– Offshore exploitation areas

k = 1,…,K

– type of technology

l = 1,…,L

– instalation site

m = 1,…,M

– power injection location

toc = 1,…,T – type of connection cable AC
and DC
t = 1….HT – time interval (year)

Optimization of the installation of marine renewable
systems – Some findings from te developed work
Ø

Ø

Ø

Ø

Ø

Ø

Ø

This type of approach enables to analyse several scenarios under different optimization
perspectives.
It is possible to evaluate a large spectrum of options, technical and economical.
In general the LCOE values in the different (tested) solutions are very close with exception of
the scenarios with minimization of cable’s number.
Very different costs for different technologies makes the analysis more complex (fixed, floating,
wind vs waves,…)
Maximum production and reinforcement of the grid to meet the goals for 2030/2050, causes
cables’ costs increase > 35%.
Considering max. production as main variable suggests that in the future there is the need to
apply a bi-objective optimization. E.g. max. production and min. total costs - > solution with the
trade-off of the cost versus total generation.
This leads us to several aspects that may improve these findings and give more accurate and
“country dependent” results.

Needed inputs and R&D for the Offshore Wind Planning
Ø

Ø
Ø

Ø

Dynamical modelling instead of static – have into account the relation between the
hours of production and the demand
Considering extreme wind events and mapping the most sensitive areas
Consider complementarity between technologies – e.g. consider Energy Islands,
where they can be located, hybrid renewable systems – in a complementarity point
of view. .
Scenarios where you can have areas with less resource but more demand and that can
be beneficial
Ø

Ø

Continuous update of the restrictions to the
installation of offshore renewable systems –
update/refinement of suitable areas
More data sources are needed
Ø
Resource assessment – measurements,
emergent technologies
Ø
Physical environment – public databases
are short on some types of information
Ø
Social aspects and value chains
Ø

Consider several scenarios
according to the different tariff
schemes
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Some images and results were base on the R&D performed under internal project “Atlas and Wind Energy
Databases (funded by LNEG own funds (110.304)”, and “OffshorePlan project Planning the Installation of Offshore
Renewable Energy systems in Portugal” (funded by Project OffshorePlan, (POSEUR – 01-1001-FC-000007), cofunded by “Programa Operacional de Sustentabilidade e Eficiência no Uso de Recursos (POSEUR), through
Portugal 2020 and Cohesion Fund)
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